


Hello I am Roshni

I am a  Harrow, London based wedding photographer. Born in

Germany and brought up in India.  I have been living in the UK for past

15 years and I have embraced and adapted the culture here but deep

down I am still deeply in  love with India. 

For me Weddings are the best way to express the joy and happiness

togetherness brings two families and friends. 





THE MOMENTS

 

Wedding day is the most important day and more important are

these in between moments.  You both can get away for a little

while, catch a breath and take it all in! 

I love to capture these emotions, my style is mostly documentary

as you cannot fake any emotion on the day. I love taking portraits

to which can be directed or you can just do you own thing! 

I like to stay out of your way and observe as the the day unfolds,

making sure all your important moments are captured! 







ENGAGEMENT SHOOTS

Engagement shoots are the best way to get to know each other. I love

to get the feel of the chemistry between my couples and gives me an

idea of how to pose on the wedding day!  My full day packages covers

the engagement or pre-wedding shoot. 



Pricing 
When it comes to travelling, I

cover whole of UK and

destination weddings. I also

cover Northern Ireland. 

 

My full day wedding

coverage is £1550 which

covers: 

 

Skype call or face to face

consultation 

A full day coverage from Bridal

prep to first dance  

500+* high resolution images ,

with full license to print and

share on social media.  without

any watermarks 

 Images are delivered via an

online password protected

gallery

If you would like to see if I am available for your wedding, just email

me with the date and the venue,

Discounts can be applied to mid week weddings Mon-

Thurs and last minute wedding booked and paid in full. 

I also offer half day wedding coverage.

Fine art albums available at an extra cost





Albums and
Usb

Albums are best way to

treasure your memories. They

are the best way to show off

your images. You can go back

to it year after year and re live

the moments like its was

yesterday...

 

The process: 

I make it really simple for you to select the best images for the albums. all

you have to do is select you best images and I design the 20 spread

albums with collages and full page images. I use profession lab the prints

the albums which come id premium lathe bounds and lay flat  thick

pages. The sheets are smug proof and scratch proof. The album is

delivered, between  6-8 weeks after the order is placed. 

Album packages starts from £ 350

 

 

 



FAQS

I get this all the times, even I am not to be

completely honest. The pre-wedding

shoot is perfect way to find out what

works for you and ease in front of the

camera, 

I AM NOT VERY GOOD IN

FRONT OF THE CAMERA! 

HOW LONG IS THE FULL DAY

PACKAGE? 

I offer the full day coverage, starting from

when you are getting ready to your first

dance. In between I cover the ceremony,

portraits, document  the day, speeches, cake

cutting and much more. 

WHEN DO I RECEIVE THE

IMAGES

The images are delivered between 4 to 6

weeks after the wedding is covered. This is a

safe timescale depending on my schedule

and want to give your images as much care

and attention they require. 

DO YOU HAVE A BACK UP? 

Always! , I carry two cameras and an extra kit.

Also I am full insured! 

I AM READY TO BOOK

That is so amazing! Thank you! To book a

non refundable 25% of the full price needs

to be paid to secure the date.  The

remainder will need to be paid 6 weeks

before the wedding and that is all! 

DO YOU COVER FAMILY

PORTRAITS?

Of course I do, I recommend to do groups

shots of immediate friends and family to

keep is short. This help us cover all the

important parts of the day. I usually set

out 40 minute for portraits which covers 

 couples portraits and family portraits

without taking up all your time. Making a

list of group shot in 6-8 member helps to

keep it short and sweet.  My style is very

much documentary  which means I can

get lots of natural shot of your guest

enjoying the day. 

DO WE NEED A SECOND

PHOTOGRAPHER

I tend to work on my own majority of the

time.You will need a second photographer

to help  cover the getting ready shots of

both couples side and document anything

that I cannot when I am shooting  the

couples. I can arrange for a second shooter

on request for an additional fee. 

W A N T  T O  H A V E  A
C H A T ?  

Please feel free to email:

 

roshni@roshniphtography.co

m




